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Priee 10 Ceau
Lewell te Present
fteatlin~ of Poetry Professor Ore-
Toni~~~,~~mer To Deliver Talk
In my Father's bedroom: 0 P b bili
blue threads as thin n TO a l tty
as pen-wr-iting on the bedspread,
blue dots on the curtains, Professor Oystein Ore of Yale
a blue 'kimono, University will give a publrc lee-
Chinese sandals with blue push ture Wednesday, <March 11, at
straps. 8:00 p.m. in Hale Laboratory. The
The broad-planked floor title of his lecture is "History of
has a sandpapered neatness. Probaollity."
The clear glass bed-lamp The lecture is' being sponsored
with a white doily shade by The Mathematical Association
was still raised a few of America. with the financial
inches by resting on volume two support of the National SCience
Of Lafcadlo Hearn's Foundation. The visit is part of
Glimpses ot Unfamiliar Japan. a nationwide lectureship program
Its warped olive cover with the purpose of strengthen-
was punished like a rhinoceros Ing and stimulating the mathe-
hide. Imatics programs of colleges and
In the flyleaf: universities throughout the coun-
"Robbie from Mother." try.
Years later in the same hand: Dr. Ore, born and educated in
"This Ibook has had hard usage Europe, received his Ph.D. from
on the Yangtze River, China. the University of Oslo. He also
at was left under an open studied mathematics at Gottingen
porthole in a storm." and Paris as an International Ed-
-from Life Studies ucation Board (Rockefeller) Fel-
Robert Lowell will read his law.
poetry tonight in Palmer Audi- He is currently Sterling Profes-
torium at 8:30. Tickets, which sor of Mathematics and head of
are one dollar, will be available the department of mathematics
at the box office beginning at 8:00 at Yale University. He has writ-
p.m. After the reading, there will ten several books and more than
be a coffee in Room 202 of the 100 research paper on rnathemat-
Auditorium. Ics.
Auchincloss, Lukacs to Speak
At World A ffairs Conference
Sophomore Class I
Wins Annual Prize I
For Slave Allegory I
The sophomore class won first
place in the annual Competitive
Plays for their production of "A
Slave with Twn Faces" by Mary
McDaniels.
Three judges of the College
faculty selected the sophomore
play from among the four class
presentations and awarded the di-
rector, Patricia Dale, a silver cup.
Selection was based on all as-
pects of the production, from
choice of play, directing, and act-
ing to costumes, make-up, light-
ing, and general stage effects.
The competitive plays are an
annual tradition at Connecticut
College. Each class completely
stages its own production, a limit
of two weeks 'being allowed for
rehearsals. A class which wins
the contest for three years in a
row permanently retires the sil-
ver cup.
Kenneth Auchincloss, executive
assistant to Christian Herter in
the White House Trade Office,
will speak on Saturday morning,
March 14, at 10:00 a.m., to the
Annual Conference on World Af-
fairs.
!Mr. Auchincloss was born in
New York City in 1937, and re-
ceived a B.A. from Harvard in
1959. He was awarded a Henry
Fellowship for study at Balliol
College, Oxford, where he read
philosophy, politics, and econom-
ics for a B.A. degree during the
following two years. He served
as an economist in the Depart-
ment of Commerce, where he
helped to formulate the provis-
ions for the Trade !Expansion Act
of 1962. As a result of his work
in tms capacity. he was appointed
to the White !House Trade Office.
InMay of this year, he will go to
Geneva as one of the participants
in the '1{ennedy Round'''' tariff
negotiations.
Saturday afternoon at 1:00
p.m., Miss Holborn will moderate
In a recen t article of Conn
census, the case a g a ins t
smoking was presented along
with an appeal to the college
community to help stamp it
out. However, the point was
obscured, even lost to most
readers. We wish, therefore,
to restate and clarity the-Is-
sue:
1. We believe that the
smoking habit can be cor-
rected for many-a-through the
aid of a clinic.
2. This clinic would be held
in successive one-week ses-
sions, lasting for an hour
each day. The number of
clinics required would depend
on the strength of student re-
sponse.
3. The Psychology depar-t-
ment has expressed interest
in helping us carry out such
a project.
4. We ask only that you
consider this proposal and in-
dicate your response. Do we
have your support?
Replies may be sent to Box
1105.
A two-day intercollegiate con-
ference will meet March 7 and 8
under the title: ConnQuest 1964:
"Student Commitment and Ac-
tion." Its goals, according to the
student organizers, are to bridge
the gap between classrooms and
community and to explore chan-
nels through which students can
actively express their commit·
ment.
Many of the symposium's
sponsors are the same students
who two weeks ago successfully
navigated a channel for action.
They engineered the campus
drive to raise $5,000 in bond mon-
f; ey to aid a Connecticu t College
sophomore jailed in Atlanta on
charges arising from her partici-
pation in a student-led sit-in at a
segregated lunch counter.
Three articulate advocates of
personal involvement in social
-prcblems will be guest speakers.
ConnQuest Symposium to Consider, Debate,
'Commitment and Its Social Repercussions;'
Drs. Goodwin, Taylor, Lifton to Give Views
Hare]. Tayl"r
They are: author Paul Good-
man, educator Harold Taylor, and
research psychiatrist Robert Jay
Lifton.
"Commitment and its Social
Percussions" will be debated Sat-
urday afternoon by Drs. Good-
man and Taylor. Goodman has
attained best-seller status as
a scrutinizer of man and his
scale of values in such books as
GrowmgUpAMwro,Drnwlng~e
tine, The Facts of tHe, and l\'1ak-
Ing Do. Taylor is the fonner
president of Sarah Lawrence Col-
lege who now crusades- for re-
newed intellectual purpose in his
books and lectures.
Dr. Robert Jay Lifton, Yale pro.
eessor and social psychiatrist, 'has
agreed to moderate the debate.
Lifton is a specialist in the rela-
tion between individual behavior
and historical change. He has
written a leading analysis of the
lS1~.%m "thought reform" techniques used
on American servicemen by their
Communist captors during the
Korean conflict.
Seminars following the debate
will give students an opportunity
to air their convictions on social
participation. Group discussions
will be guided by the three prtn-
cipal speakers and by members
of the Connecticut College facul-
ty.
On Sunday morning a panel of
students, who h a v e already
wrestled with society's problems,
will examine "Individual Com-
mitment in the American CUl-
ture." Sharing the Palmer Audi-
torium platform for this discus-
sion will be a graduate of Man-
-hattanville College who served
with the Peace Corps in the
Philippines, a Yale graduate stu-
______________ dent who worked for civil rights
in Prince Edward County, Va., an
Student Legislature
Holds Conference
Of College Students
Dr. George Athanson, president
of the Connecticut Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce, was the key-
note speaker Thursday night,
March 5, when the Connecticut
Intercollegiate Student Legisla-
ture opened its 17th annual three-
day session with a 7 p.m. dinner
at its convention headquarters in
Hartford.
a panel discussion. M. Michel Le-
gendre, Dr. Philip Schmidt-
Schlegel, and Sir Alan Williams,
K.CJM.G., the consuls of France,
Germany, and Britain respective-
ly, will attend the Conference and
participate in the panel discus-
sion. John Lukacs and Kenneth
Auchincloss will also be mem-
bers of the panel. Each panel
member will present a brief open-
ing statement; the Consuls will
discuss the lpolicies of their coun-
tries vis-a-vis the Common Mar-
ket. The panel will then accept
questions from the audience.
The subject of the Conference
involves the political, economic,
social, <:Ind cultural changes in
Europe since the war and the
ways in which these changes have
affected American-European re-
lations. lnformat:ive materials
will be distributed at the Confer·
ence on Saturday. Books relevant
to thesubject will be on display at
the Bookshop and will be sold at
the Conference on Saturday.
Dr. Athanson, a Democrat, is
an attorney and an adjunct as-
sistant professor of history and
political science at the University
of Harbford. Dr: Athanson holds a
Bachelor of Arts degree fr-om Am-
herst College, a Master of Arts
degree from the University of
Connecticut, and a Doctor 01 Law
degree from the University of
Chicago. During the Korean War,
he served as an officer in the U.
S. Marine Corps. In 1955, he was
Greater Hartford's community
ambassador to Yugoslavia.
Delegates to the student assem-
bly considered proposed bill s
in committee Thursday after-
noon, with legislative sessions
Friday and Saturday in the
House and senate Chambers at
the State Capitol.
This years convention !:-epre-
sents 15 colleges and universities
from Connecticut. Each delega-
tion is allotted two senators and
19 representatives, for a total del-
egate strength of 315. Participat-
ing institutions are: Albertus
Magnus College, Annhurst Col-
lege, Central Connecticut State
College, Connecticut College, Dan-
bury State College, Fairfield Uni-
versity, Hartford College for
Women, Quinnipiac College, St.
Joseph College, Southern Con-
neencut State College, Trinity
College, the University of Bridge-
port, the University of Hartford,
Willimantic State College and
Yale University.
Marjorie Hansen '64 has re-
cently been campaigning for IMa-
jority Leader of the House of
Representatives. Elections at the
beginning of the conference de-
term1ned the outcome of the
campaign. The Majority Leader is
responsible rfor co·ord'inating
much of the legislative activity in I
the .House during the three-day
sesSIOn.
undergraduate scientist from
M.I.T., and a Yale senior who
edi ts The Moderator.
President Charles' E. Shain of
Connecticut College will speak at
saturday evening's banquet.
The symposium will be sum-
marized Sunday afternoon when
Dr. Lifton speaks on "Youth and
History," a topic he studied in de-
tail during six years in Hong
Kong, Tokyo, Kyoto, and Hlro-
shima.
Saturday's debate at 2 p.m. and
Sunday's concluding address at
2:30 p.m. will be open to the
public. Both events are scheduled
in Palmer Auditoriwn at Con·
necticut College.
Paul Goodman
Dr. Francis J. Braceland
To Discuss Mental Health
The Southeastern Connecticut
Association for Mental Health
and the Department of Sociology
here will sponsor a lecture given
by Dr. Francis J. Braceland on
Friday evening, March 6, at 8:00
o'clock entitled "Your Family and
Mental Health: A Community
Concern." Dr. Braceland Is . the
'psychiatr-ist-in-chief at the Insti-
tute for Living in Hartford, Con-
necticut. He is one of the world's
outstanding leaders in the field of
psychiatry. -
Dr. Braceland is past president
of the American Psychiatric As-
sociation, former 'head of the de-
partment of psychiatry at the
Mayo Clinic, a Rear Admiral in
-the U. S. Naval Reserve, and vice-
president of the World Psychiat-
ric Association. He is well-known
throughout the country, as a
speaker who effectively brlqges
the gap between audience and lec-
tern, between layman and special-
ist, '\Villi enthusiasm and agility.
Robert Lifton
G. O. P. Poll
The Young RepUblicans have is·
sued the results of the survey
held on Campus last week to de-
tennine the College's choice for
the Republican Presidential nom-
ination. The results are as fol-
lows:
Lodge 91
Rockefeller 70
Scranton 53
GoldWater 'XI
Romney' 53
Nixon 14
Smith 14
Thursday, March 5; 1964
P.... Two Beyond the WallWritten to Ann Partlow:
Conservative Anti-noles We'd like to commend you on
\Ve understand Conn census is your effective manner of arousing
changing its name to Conn Civil liberal sentiments on campus~
Rights Review ... In clartnca- Your column makes u.s see more
tion of last week's charge aga~~t clearly h?W ve.ry ri?lculous ~e
the NAACP: we believe cIvil conservative VleWp01?t is.
strife to be the worst ill that can would be amused if It were not
befall a nation. Whether or not for the fact that people. are actu-
~ r-r- "; the actual methods used by the ally in sympathy with these
INAACP are violent, the aim is views, and that makes us cr~.
........ r.. , .. IUofl ..... t ...... ..,,, .. " Member certainly a social upheaval that Sally Archibald 6fi'."Ona! Ad.-tIIIng SenI .. , Inc. Auodated Collegial PreM could never be peaceful. The Barbara Brunoff 66
o.ue.e h~ _ .. In ........e e. NA ACP was one of the instiga- Linda Conner,'66
11 Eur 5) St. New yon. N. Y. ~ M 66
......... 1"''' • ,..... lUl ...... ,......,... IotereoUeeiate Preee tors 01 the organized civil rights Edith oore
L
.L -' movement, and as such it has
been directly or indirectly re-
sponsible for much of the ag'lta-
tion and hate in the South. The___________________________ 1aotions of the KKK have not been
laudatory in recent years, but
they have been limited.... There
must be some explanation for the
tact that a nation would Willfully
turn its executive power over to
its enemies, but until someone
comes up with one, maybe we
should \V'ithdraw from the United
Nations ... Do we really want
our government representatives
chosen and issues decided by
people who have to be dragged
out of the slums to vote? Person-
ally, we'd prefer to see more in-
terested and infonned people vot·
ing .. The Freedom Fast is a
great idea: There should be more
of them, and more girls should
sign up. It means more food for
the dissenters ... How can con-
!:iervatives be accused of being
--------------------------- isolationists? Why, _we'd just
love to drop a bomb on Cuba, or
knock down the Berlin Wall, or
intervene in Africa. The liberals,
though, just want to sit around
talking things over, while Berlin
is 'divided. and Cuba taken, and
Africa made ready for a Com-
munist coup. Really navv, who is
it that's retreating?
Ann Partlow
To the Editor:
Conn census is certainly to
be congratulated for its inclusion
weekly of a politically 'Conserva-
tive-oriented' column. Miss Ann
Partlow probably doesn't realize
just how fortunate she is to ha~e
an opportunity to express m
print her "Conse!""at~ve. Anti-
notes," an opportumty, incidental-
Iy rather narrO"NI11indedlydented
by my college newspaper to such
opinions for the most part. {In
fact the most customary appear-
anc~ lOt "conservative" view~paints
in that paper was invariabl~ ac-
companied by some sort 0If vigor-
ous disparagement of all such
opinions. If I remember correctly.
Yet in reading Miss PartlQMl"'s
column in the issue of February
27 I - and hopefully, at least
so~e other r~ader~as astound-
ed at the insinuation concerning
the NAAOP for example. To
state without any hint of evi-
dence or any concern for the in-
tegrity of her readers that the
UNAACP is worse for the U. S.
than the KKK . . ." must cause
one to soon become exasperated
,V'i.th such opinionated and un·
substantial hogwash-if I may be
permitted to name it properly. I
assume that Miss Partlow means
the Klu Klux Klan in her state-
ment. Perhaps, then, she can of-
fer some interesting humanitar-
ian or otherwise beneficial princi--------------1 pIes motivating this organization.
To the Editor: I, for one, would be grateful for
We would like to object most such enlightenment. And it would -------------
strongly to the n-" column ap- be most interesting to learn l1er ..,. +, f' ·t .•.. .• '" "e:;e '""es I 'Spearing in Conn Census, Conserv- grounds for such a comparIson ~ f f - l"-
ative Anti-Notes, on several with the NAACP. '<.(,0._ very d; ~1',)lf"t.t-
grounds .. We are objecting be· In fact, I suggest that Miss ( )., +h~A."e.,',,,,, ~ovu.
cause the column seems to be a Partlow can better serve both her .........., II('. d h . I + '1 I.
d h d by aba . "to "'~ "os ,,,€,, ;'J 'permanent feature of the paper. cau~e an er r~a ers· n- ";)
First, many of the items in the dor~J~g such a Silly and casual D\I+ JX th '.~Ic X"': +0 U,,", QI
articles are not conservative in IwrItmg style to those. who are So, u.t '0""' ,
nature <but seem to be Miss Part· concerned with Hollywood gos- .,",,!, S',;',e +h€ world h~s
low's idea of humor about cam· sip. The privilege afforded to t~e - ( 1'.1
pus activities. College c?mmunlty by a fair· q,\, sk...."k .S". o",e sl1w</
Second, Miss Partlow uses un· mmded editorial staff should. not ,IiI +''' ..+0 ~~ co....e '\
fortunate taste in the choice of be abused through accusatIOns '"l. ----.:"' I
items. Surely liberals and con-:based upon noth1ng more than . u,",,ve '('Sq. be t It\j .
servatives alike <wereoffended by IMiss Partlow's "P's and Q's," as A'Id +k', 5 c" '" be JO'lt'
the remark in her' first article she puts it. Unless some effort is L 1- iI. ('". -
that Lee Haivey Oswald should' made to establish such accusa· o~ ,.qlle I"Cf . ~\,..o"" On.l?
be considered for the Nobel Peace tions upon a basis of sound 01> <:\''''1.0. +. Q"o1-het p;'k""Q
Prize. servatlon, the ''Conservative \J9 t.+h"'l·C. (\Jsfo~" J
We do not object to satire or cause" can only suffer at the.f, t_
comment of the liberal position if hands of those who find It only fOWl ell Co '" • ~
the author is accurate and at- too easy to demonstrate Us lun- 5'0 J:. wcz..."i +0 6'§"B
tacks points which are vulnerable. acy. And although I disagree with rnJ~ico 'Q" d hctJ """
But "MissPartlow is inaccurate to the "Conservatives:' I think it e . d I
say the least. It she had deigned foolisWy wasteful to allow such Q I" ~ 1',er'~ .. ,
to read even a ltttle of the current an opportunity for healthy and t,"?J, A"d +0 A ~r j c Q ~ G
literature she iWould not have constructive critticism to become P hQV€. "'" '\J hOSe
written that ''When President contaminated by such IITesponsi· pl'trced ,,"01 r;"flt>
Johnson declared. his 'war on ble opinions. , j L.J ~e
poverty," most of this country's Douglas R. Skopp ips s,retG ..,eq .,. e!j-
poor could watch him on theIr Graduate Student m HIstory 11 ;0 (1-1;"" t. hQIIl?
own private TV sets." 1it ,... --'L I
We belteve that one of the fun- To the Editor: I rn 'f ~" ...,,, 0 ~ "'0'"
damental freedoms of this coun- For those who wear blinders on 1f'.!!?5f2,> G
try is the'right to hold divergent their minds there may never be 'To lUevJ 1I.V\e"
political vi"",s. Although <webe- an open road to reallty. That op- tel hove WI." lIelldj
lieve Miss Partlow to be misguid- portunities exist in every way to f.
ed, we do not challenge her right know the facts and to understand ~ n't'''' V\" , . . .
to hold such views and we only the situations is not a factor T.... e I -<> ,..5'" ,.,
G.O. ask that she not accuse us of be- alone in making reality felt. m
ing "reactionary." We also ask Knowledge is sought, not gained T u 10\1\ j \<l "d ~o
that Conn Census allow the un- by chance. In the recent cam- ..
, undoubtedly small minority of palgns for the Bond Fund and the le-f "'" ~ hQ \ ....~row".c.1..?
In the face of mounting anarchy, rebellion, and caustic dis- llberal students on the campus Fast for Freedom Fund, it has be-
section, student government rode bravely into the onslaught the right to their convictions and come painfUlly obvious that those -r" 'Rv S&; '" . for" .
and with all irresistible and nearly unanimous vote of confi- the public voicing of them. . who do not expose themselves to 1 v
dence proceeded to re-enstate itself. Two Disgnmtled Uberals, Ideas and facts will remain ai- sl'i r i+vo I c.I t'<\_ 'IS""j
Kay Klebe '67 (writer) ways in a dark world of "I don't
With especial pleasure we observed the re-emergence of Ann ~lorgenstem '67 (spectaf>or) believ.eIt's so."
nIne spanking new honor court justices whom we expect will The following editorial ap·
carry on in the time-honored traditions of that venerable in- peared In the Washington Post on
stitution. - To the EdItor: Feb. 24. A recent student at Conn
Last Friday nIght the Senior commented 't th
This re-currence is of particular interest in light of much upon 1 us: "thatclass, presented as its competitiv.e she (Mardi' Walk ) h Id
of the discussion at Speech Amalgo and at previous cabinet er s ou rate
I
play, Dylan Thomas' Under Milk an edltorial in the Washington
meetjngs regarding the methods of e ecting judges. All agreed Wood. I enjoyed the presentation Post, one of the Iinest papers in
that there was need for change, and yet we face another year very much, and would like to see the world, pe£haps demonstrates
before any such change can be instituted. Elections and in- it again. Is it possible to do a re- forcefully that this Indeed ;s a
stallation were upon us before there was any physical possi- peat performance? I think there miscarriage of justice with more
bility of developing improvements. The fact that time was are enough people who would be than isolated, pitifUlly limited sig.
short was most obvious and we cannot help but wonder why am<lou~ to see 1t (and who would nilicance."
h . I be wlllmg to pay a small fee to In the fa f"ih' .
t e zealots watted so ong to get started at all. Are all those Ic(wer royalties) to request a sec C Q ce 0 • e Impendmg
reforms we thought and spoke of to go up in similar in- ond performance. - d~";elfe:t colloqUium. it might
effectual flashes in the pan? MR Marianna Kaufman '661 See "Le~;st<,t'~~~~?e~.::s;
ConnCensus
Established 1916
Publlabed by the .tuclen'" or Connecticut COUep every Thursday through-
out the eoueae year from September to June. except durln& mtd·yeara IUld
•• eatkma..
SecoDd da .. entry authoriZed at New London. COnnecUeut.
Bdltor_lD-Clllel
GerTy OUva
Maa.acbtc Utter
Mllanne Rehor
H... BdJt.r~~~~~~~~~ Janet Matthews '66
Feahl:re ICllItor Virginia Chambers '6:!i
Aaabtaat FMture BdUon Karen Stothert '67, Cynthia MUleI' '66
CepJ" Bdltor Martha WlllJama '65
Au'-taDt Copy Bd.Itor Janet Sandberg '66
IIaIlea.p BdItora - Wendy ceamen '67
U ...erUala.- ~r Judy Bailen '65
BuslD.. Ma.uacer Barbara SlotnJk '65
CbeuJatlan Carol Davia '65
Ibehaap Editors Nancy Herrick '66, Carolyn Shimkus '65
Ph.~_ LaurieMaxon'65
Cartoonist Sue Freiberg '66
SenIor Board
Marte Birnbaum '64, Susan Epstein, '64, Karen Kunstler '65, Joan Ross '64,
Ellen Corroon '64.
SIalr
Barbara Brush, Kate Curtis. Rae Downes, Tessa MUler, LizzIe Dean, Marcia
Geyer. Bridget Donahue, Carolyn Lewis, Emily LIttman, Mary .r..Uller,Merry
Usher, Ruth Z8leske
l
Nancy Brown, Margaret Alton, Anne Keer, Mariana
Kaurman, Jane Gnut I. _
Editorial
CODDCOO'O'
Help Wanted
Members of the student body were exposed to a bit of Arab
hospitality and evasion on Wednesday night at the IRC spon-
sored talk on the Arab-Israeli dispute given by Dr. Mahmond
Yousef Shawarbi. Dr. Shawarbi is the Director of the Islamic -----------
Foundation in New York and chairman of the history depart-
ment at the University of Cairo.
It was hard to determine the exact points which he made
but we were able to pick out what seemed to be his main argu-
ments. First of all the present situation in Israel is a result of
the British plan to use the Jews as a tool against the Arabs
to further their interests in the Middle East and secondly,
that if the Jewish people would open their hearts all their
problems would be solved. When asked for his id~as for a
solution to the dispute he replied that he had come to hear our
views and would bring them back to his people.
What developed In the discussion period which followed
was what one of the participants termed an "erudite tennis
match." Dr. Shawarbi was more interested in ascertaining
the racial backgrounds of his questioners than in listenIng to
or dealing with the issues raised. We were impressed by the
points made by the students present and the evident fund of
information which they reflected. We were, however, not at
all impressed by the hedging and the rudeness demonstrated
by the learned professor who repeatedly expressed his love for
"my Jewish cousins." He was able to successfully evade any
reference made to the Arab rejection of the U.N. proposal
for relocation of the nomad Arabs or for the lack of coopera-
tion which the Arabs have demonstrated in the solution of
the water problem among many others. We realize the com-
plexIty of the .situation, but there was not the slightest at-
tempt made at any constructive proposal. He dismissed all
suggestions with a beaming grin and a stress of the idea that
the problem is one of principle and the upholding of Arab
principle is a crucial factor in any situation.
We were, to say the least, disappointed in Dr. Shawarbi's
talk. His insistence on the need for student opinions and pro-
posals have led us to believe that either he has none of his own
or else the criticisms made of the Arab stand were unanswer-
able. We can only hope that the other Arab representatives in
this country, to the U.N. in particular, can better solve the
existing difficulties than could Dr. Shawarbi. It would be a
desperate situation if all the representatives had to come to
New London for solutions to the world's crises.
Reform?
,
Letters to Editor
• • •
An article on the abolishment
of Pembroke's Judicial Soard in
the February 13. ~ Census
may have led some readers to
believe that the students them-
selves voted this change. How-
ever, it was an administrative
nuling which necessitated the
abolishment. This spring Pem-
broke will probably vote on
changes to fulfill the functions
01 the now extinct Board.
Yale recen tly made two de-
cisions which may begin to re-
move boundaries between the lib-
eral arts 'college and graduate
school. A limited number of fresh-
men will now be allowed to take
seminars, specializing in the field
ct their interest. In special cases.
the University will award mas-
ter's and bachelor's degrees sim-
ultaneously after four years of
college. Previous to this decision,
undergraduates were allOWed to
take graduate courses, but dertied
credit for their work. The Yale
Daily News stated: "There are
signs of ,a real revolution which
is taking place here, arid which
win undou'l:rtedly 'lead the way
for many universities."
(ACP)~THE COLLEGIAN
UniversUy 'of Toledo, Toledo,
Ohio, will not print the results
of the survey taken on the cafe-
teria· food because the answers
received indicate Ithat students
are more interested in being cam-
pus comedians than dn giving any
serious thought to the food situa-
tion. _
Only' about one fourth of the
questionnaires returned. ._shewed
any serious consideration of the
prOblems and worrth~hile sugges-
tions tow"ards solving them. The
survey was run because of the
many complaints received from
the S'tu'denf body and under the
assumption that some serious
thinkin'g had· heen .done on these
problems.
Campbell Presents 5 Scenes;
Portrays Varied Characters~
To bring us out of our circum- father and son try to translate
scribed existence to seriously con- caring from a passive feeling to
sider our relationship with others an active demonstration. Their
and with God, Donald campbell problem lies in trying to under-
presented five scenes in his pro- stand each other and is rendered
duetion of Between l\le and 'Ittee more difficult by a difference in
on Tuesday night. He asked his values. The son is seeking desper-
audience to translate these set- ately to be recognized for what
rings into meaningful terms. The he is; his father has tried unsuc-
relationships were not highly abo cessfully to convey 'his love with
stract: they were to draw their material provisions. Mr. Camp-
impact from the additional mean- bell asked if we are all rmsunder-
tng they could give to everyday stood and it there was not some
exper-ience. They dealt with Im- barrier preventing people from
aginary settings, and 'were chos- understanding each other.
en not ror any common theme but His fourth monologue, from It
for the various types of relation- SboWd:Happen to a Dog, deals
ships they presented. more with man's relation with
The first scene was drawn from God. It is a parable of tQe bibli-
The Stranger thy Alber-t Camus. cal story of Jonah, who is pre-
Its main character, Meursault, sented here as a travelFing sales-
condemned to die, asserts in nis man. Jonah feels forever hounded
last moments the lack of any by God in his dog's life. But the
meaning in life "beyond the per- question is, aster all, whose dogs
tmeter of our own skin." Life, are we and what is our relation
love, and death are a series of with God?
experiences meaningful only In- The final scene, taken trom
sofar as they occur. Relationships Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisln In
between people, such as that be- Tbe Sun, presents another con-
tween him and his mistress, temporary predicament of -the as-
Marie, simply occur and pass similation of the Negro into 60-
away. For Meursault God is non-I ciety.
existent and we live in a "bemgn This repertoire was designed
and indifferent universe." Coming to do more than entertain and,
out to his audience after the therefore, the acting, done with
scene, Mr. Campbell asked what littre technical assistance, cannot
value life could have if death is be the focus of criticism. Mr.
the final end, seeking through his Campbell's 'Purpose was to stlm-
question to draw the audience ulate thought and discussion and
closer to Meursault's predlca- this he did in a two and one half
ment. hoUl' period after the perform-
Projection was easier in the fol. ance. In a setting bearing close-
lmvi.ng tlwoscenes which depicted lyon a group ~he~aIJ>Ysession,
the gap Ibetween generations. In ~. -CaJ;1pbeIl~Id htUe talking.
the scenes drawn from Five Fin- HIS mam function .was to ques-
goerEXercise by Peter Schaefer,' a ti0;t, and through tlle students'
opInIOnSto point out the possible
common ground of understand-
ing. The great difficulty was in
expressing Ithe relations found
,between the lplay and reality. Dis·
cussion centered mainly around
Five Finger Exercises, the scene
which bore most closely on stu-
dent life, perhaps-pointing up the
d i f If i cuI t Y in using ~ords to
clearly convey an opinion. But if
these tlwo difficulties have been
lessened by, Mr. campbell's per·
'formance, he will in addition to
haVing presented a wise choice of
scenes, well portrayed, h a v e well although they-failed ,to plac"e.
achieved his purpose. The girls had rbeen preparing
Nancy Baurn'65 for the match for several weeks
by ferf'cing Tuesday nights and
Friday afternoons.
Laurie Maxon '65,
Wins Third Annual
Fencing Tourney
On Sunday, March 1, at Bran-
deis University, Laurie Maxon,
Gerry Oliva, Susan Freiburg,
and Linley Reetz, 'participated in
the New England Inter-Collegiate
Fencing Tournament. Miss Fer-
guson and Miss Conklin of the
gym department also attended
the meet.
Eight New England schools
were represented: Brandeis, Rad-
cliffe, Well e s ley, Springfield,
Pembroke, Bates, Bradford Jun-
ior College, and Connecticut.
Competition was divided into
four classes: Heginner I, Begin-
n e r 2, Intermediate and Ad-
vanced..
Laurie Maxon, who has been
fencing for nline years, and who
has won the 'Women's Intercolle-
giate championship for the past
two years, successfully defended
her title for the ,t1lird year in a
row winning eleven out of twelve
Ibouts. ..
Linley Beetz, a freshman com·
peting in the Advanced group,
had to default after spraining an
ankle during her fifth bout. The
other girls rwere competing in
the beginner groups; both fenced
Thursday, March 5, 1964
Connecticut College
Young Republicans
Travel to Wellesl~
February 29th four members of
. the Connecticut CoJlege Young
Republicans Club traveled to
Wellesley, Massachusetts to at·
tend a mock Republican Presi-
dential Convention. Delegates
were'~ FranCes Winfield, Emily
Hayes, Dorothy Smith and Jane
Tisher. .
The Convention was attended
by representatives from all of the
New England colleges, and thus
both Rockefeller a,nd Goldwater
made obvious attempts to stuff
.,. the ConventiQn with enough of
their supporters to assure nomi·
nation. An obvious bid for sup- issues and areas of interest to
port was made by Rockefeller, which we have glibly pronounced
who gave a cocktail party at 1200 those ignorant words "1 don't
Beacon Street on Friday night care." For without the knowledge
and promised rooms for all of of a world which exists IN RE-
those who attended the party. An ALITY outside of our sardine
equal bid was made by Goldwater can, intellectualized society, who
as he hired two buses to bring his can expect to live anything but a
supporters from New Haven, stagnant existence among the Ii-
routed stops on Saturday morn. brary stacks?
ing, and also planned a victory EditoriaJ:
party Saturday night in Boston. Jungle Justice
Several of the Convention's Shades of the chain gang!
delegates sensed the possible dis- Georgia justice, which has come
advantages of giving a majority to good repute in recent years,
of the Convention's 646 votes to has been dealt a damaging blow
either of the major candidates by a Fulton County Superior
and thus formed an organization Court judge, Durwood Pye, who
for the advancement of the com- sentenced an 18-year-old girl on
promise candidates of Lodge, Thursday ·to a $1000 fine, six
Scranton and Romney. Although months in jail and 12 months in
the splinter group only 'had time a public works camp - for the
to stage a few demonstrations, crime of trespass. Thj.s is sav-
they did succeed in preventing agery, not justice.
either Goldwater or Rockefeller The girl, white and regularly
from receiving a majority. They a student at Connecticut College,
argued that the Party should seek was attending Atlanta's predomi-
to nominate a more moderate can- nantly Negro Spelman College as
didate and found wide support for an exchange student. Along with
their resolution. As a result Gold- othgr'Students, she engaged in a
water only received a plurality, sit-in demonstration at a segre-
Ro.ckefeller and Scranton coming gated restaurant in downtown At-
in second and third. 1anta. There appears to be no
Connecticut College and Har· doubt that she violated Georgia's
vard - represented the State of anti-trespass Jaw; there is consid-
Connecticut. The largest block of erable doubt, however, that the
the 'State's' votes went to Scran- law is constitutional.
ton. A unit·rule was not enforced. In any case, the sentence im-
Before the Convention Dorothy posed by Judge Pye is out of all
Smith was unanimously re-elected proportion to the offense of a
to the pQSitionof Area Co-Chair· young girl who protested against
man for all Young Republican something that is morally wrong.
Clubs in New England~ If she did injury to the owner of
The Connecticut College Young the property, she should be fined
Republicans also held elections. and required to compensate him.
Joan Havens 1965, was elected But 18 months' imprisonment is
President. .. a sentence reflecting only the
Letters to Editor
(Continued trom Pan. Two)
COIlIlCell •••
~laxon ReceIves Tropby
ugly vindictiveness of a segrega-
tionist judge .
Judge Pye set the appeal bond
in the case at $15,000. This, as
well as the punishment, seems
clearly violative of the Eighth
Amendment. Senator Dodd of
Connecticut voiced an indignation
which mQStAmericans will share
when he called the treatment of
this girl an "outrage" and re-
quested the Civil Rights Divi::;ion
of the Department of Justice to
look into the case at once. For
our part, we hope that the appel-
late courts of Georgia will be
zealous to correct this harsh
highhandedness as speedily as
possible. It is Georgia that suf-
fers the severest injury from
such extravagance.
Sundy Sunderland '65
Election Procedures Need
RevisIng
To the Editor:
The election procedures at
this college are almost unbeliev-
able; not only is the student body
voting for a candidate on the
basis of her ability to speak at
one long, drawn·out Amalgo (un-
less, of course, she is a personal
friend), but also on the basis of
a two or three minute look at the
girl. The majority of this campus
is....unfamiliar ,with most of the
candidates, and yet we are asked
to vote two'days after we have
seen them. What do we know
about them? Nothing. What are
their qualifications? Who knows.
It would seem to me that Conn
Census is missing a great oppor-
tunity for giving this college com·
munity a badly needed service---
that of informing us about the
candidates. A brief resume at
least should be printed concerning
their :past e~perience that per-
tains to ¢e office for which they
Civil Rights Advocate States
Govt!rnment Help Necessary
While the Civil Rights Bill is the South have begun to consider
sitting in Congress awaiting its as off-limits to all their personnel
passage after what is expected any place of business that en-
to be a long filibuster, there are gages in discriminatory practices.
many powers still unused by the To enforce such a policy through-
federal government, powers that out the entire armed services is
could aid the Negro's fight for to remove a great deal of patron-
equality without exceeding the age from the businesses Irequent-
bounds of its constitutional and ed by military personnel. An of-
legal limits. These powers, if ficial boycott of this type is an
used, could avoid much of the effective means of combatting
tragedy and infringement of racial discrimination.
rights that exist in ar~~s of the Federal Government
country where Negro citizens are I PartIcIpation
not protected by the government I ..
which is responsible for the guar- I In the prosecution o~ ytol~tors
antee of their "life, liberty, and of the ,guarantee of CIvil nghts
property." i the United Stat~s government
One method of protection rare- shou~dact as .a fnend of the court
Iy used by the federal govern. ~AmICUSCuriae) and demonstrate
ment is the sending of troops to Its support of such prosecution.
Southern states to protect Ne- Such particlpation of the federal
gro citizens. The use of marshals govern~ent In the ~urts of the
has been requested by Negro lead- South 'IS e"!'"emely Impo~an~ to
ers in the South to protect Ne- the protect~on of Constitutional
groes who attempt to register and ~nd legal r rig'hts in the proceed-
to vote. The use of marshals mgs of those courts.
should be employed to protect the One grave mistake that has
voters and to prevent the dis- been made by presidential ad-
criminatory practices of regis- ministrations 'has been in the ap-
trars and other "officials" who pointment of federal judges in
categorically deny Negroes the I the South. An examination of the
right to vote, even in federal! opinions of southern federal
elections. Many Negroes have judges will reveal that the rna-
been orave enough to attempt to' jOlity of their decisions further
register, but many more are in-I the denial of constitutional rights
timidated by registrars, employ- rather than fostering and pro-
ers and white citizens. tecting such rights as they should
Protection of Negro Citl:r.ens be doing. Such appointments, 00-
. viousjy, _are political moves, and
Pro~ection by marshals, the~e- they seriously hinder the prog-
!fore, IS n~essary not only to m- ress of the clvrilrights movement.
sure the nght to vote but also to
protect the Negro voter from The federal government should
physical and economic reprisals. supervise more closely those
Protection of the Negro citizen firms which are o~rating under
and of the leaders of the Negro government contracts. The gov·
movement is greatly needed in ernment could easily tenninate
the South. The government is such contracts when the. firms in-
fully aware of the injustices sui- volved engage in discriminatory
fered by the Negro (movement practices of hiring, differing
leaders continually notliy the wage scales, and inferior treat-
Justice Department of the in- ment of Negroes. The govern-
fringements of rights of Ne- ment shoul,d restrict its con-
groes) and it should be its re- tracts to those finns whose prac-
sponsiblllty to protect those of tices fully comply with the Con·
its citizens suffering such injus- stitution of the United States.
ti?es. I,f s.uc~ protection had been While waiting for further leg-
gIven to mdIV'1dualssuch as He~- islation to be passed, the federal
bert Lee and Medgar Evers, it IS govermnent should exercise its
possible that their murders could rights under present statutes. The
have been avoided. No o..ne can protection of the rig h t s 01
den? that ~hes~men .were denie,d Negroes 'in interstate fommerce
their constitutIOnal nghts, and It is one area that has been serious-
is the duty of the federal govern· ly neglected. Passengers in inter-
ment to protect such rights. state commerce should for ex-
There are other means avail- ample, be penn'itted to ~t in any
able to the 'federal government. waiting room. This right is ire-
Its investigatory powel'S could be quently denied to Negroes by de
used further to .exp?se th~. who facto practices which are per-
cause the, d~pnyati?n of ngh~s mitted either by southern cities
~nd such InvestIgation would, It or managers of ,the waiting
IS-hoped, lead. to. prosecution of rooms. The ruling which prohib-
those who mamtam the southern its discrimination in interstate
power structure. commerce is clear. The govern-
United States Army ,bases in ment, then, has the (>O\¥.erto en-
______________ force such a ruling.
~
are contending, and if the Speech Retract Flnanolal Subsidy
A1malgowere held a week before There are numerous state taciJ·
the election, the speeches of the iUes that are -built or operated
candidates could also be printed. with the use of federal funds
It is -fine to know haw to speak (housing projects, roads, schools,
well, but the contents of the etc.). The government has the
speeches need a criti~al revie'W- po'YJerto insure the protection of
not by Conn Census but by each the rights 01 all citizens who use
one of us. What about the girl ,these facilities and it should re-
Who is not an outstanding speak- tract its financial subsidy if the
er, but offers other ta'lents that individual states refuse to com-
are more important? If she fails ply with the Constitutional
to come across in the superficial guarantees of their citizens.
atmosphere ~f one pUblic ~ppear. The federal government should
~nce, she mIght as well forget more carefully supervise public
It. . work programs to insure the
A;td wh.~t abou~, thIS rule o~ equal treatment of all those who
havmg t~ show-up at the polls. are employed in such programs
An election sh~~ld Jbe based on or seek employment by them.
those who are mt.erested en<?ughThere should be supervision by
to ~o ov~r_to CroZIer and. regIster Washington of the distribution of
theIr OpInIOns."!'he electIOn pro~- sUl'lPluscommodities that are giv-
e~s ~t Connect:icut Col}ege 1 en to the individual states; for
a:naZ1!1g~yunfaI.r an? umnforrna- if- the respons'ibility of the dis·
tive; It .IS cez:tamlr In need o~ a tribution of such goods is left to
re.vampmg. 1m tired of votIng the states, there is no guarantee
blmdly. that it will be distributed to'those
Susan HeUer '65 who are in need of it (as in ft1e
Laws Can Be Changed state of Mississippi which cut off
To the Editor: the distribution of federal surplus
Cynthia Miller's letter in Conn food to Negroes).
Census of February 13 contends, Thus it is obvious that the fed-
among other fragile arguments in eral govetnment could and should
favor of "laws," that Hbreaking do more to guarantee the consti·
a law ,will not change it." tutional rights of all its citizens.
Let me remind her of words Such action, it is obvious, is legal
she surely must have learned and necessary and should be tak-
when she was quite young: en while further protection is
"When in the course of human being sought ~n the 'houses of con-
See "Letters to Edltor"-Page 6 gress. ILK.
Pap Four C•• DC ......
Reviewer Criticizes Selection
Of Competitive Plays' Judges
by George Haines IV jection of a desired effect. The
Professor ot HIstory lighting was deftly managed, the
"Bu1 'glory' doesn't mean 'a Otf-st~ge sound of the bell was
nice knockdown argument' ... unbelievably good, the setting W3S
Alice objected. imaginatively conceived. Linda
"Whel,1 I use a word," Humpty Dexter as the ~st .Voice read
Dumpty said in rather a SCOTIl. very well and ~f~le Birnbaum as
ful tone, "it means just what I the second voice mterp:eted ~de-
choose it to mean-neither more quately. As ~e Rev. Eli Jenkins,
nor less." Re~a Smith gave a. markedly
. ..... superior performance In a man's
II 'The question is, said Alice, part. The same cannot unfortun-
whether you can make words ately be said for Sandra Bannister
mean so many di1fere~t things." as Mr. Pugh, whose mustache ere-
A~ C?mpet Play~ m PaJ~er ated more interest than her act-
Auditor-ium last FrIday. evemng iog, or tor Hope Batchelder as a
th.e trouble began, one lID~gmes, poI'iceman, who had, however,
with the appearance of LewIS Ca~- only a minimum of opportunity.
roll. As everyone kn?Ws, he 15 Ellen Gold in the part ot Mary
not a fellow to be naively trust- Ann Sailors delivered her lines
ed, B,:t .there 'he v:as on the stage, effectively. Susan E pst e in's
explammg to ~.lJce about chess shrewish Mrs. Pugh contrasted
and the Loo.kmg..class world markedly with her Mrs. Daiv:here everything goes by contra- Bread 'Ilwo. Joan Ross was al-
!"!es. Having made h~ explana- most equally Joan Ross as Lilly
tlO~S, he then made his exit, not, Smalls and Mrs. Dai Bread One.
as It would appear, to w~ereve~ Jane Ferber played the role of
he came from, b~t to the Judg,:s Mae Rose Cottage as well as di-
ch~r. ~her'Wl.s~, how expl~m reding, but she scored higher in Hollace Dawn Jackson a junior
the Ju<J:ges. deCIsIOn, a"-"~lng the latter capacity. Elizabeth zoology major and a pre-moo has
first prIZe 10 the compet.Ihon ~o Kimball's rendition of Polly Gar- been selected as this year's en·
the ~homores 10r theIr tepId ter's song was a 'high point of the trant in the eighth annual "Ten
produ;tt0n of T.h~Slave with Two presentation. By taking one's Best Dressed College Girls in
Faces. Th~t triflIng alleg?ry had eyes off the immaculately groom- America" contest conducted by
an attractIve set. an~ mild s,us- ed 'player, one could almost for- GLAl\IOUR magazine. Over 300
pense, but the Seniors production get what antiseptic version of ~o!leges across the cour:t:y 'have
o~ :Under MUkwood ';Vasmore a.:n' Dylan Thomas's lusty, unwashed Jomed t~e 1964 competI1bon.
bltious, hetter concel~ed, and gIv- counterpart to Thornton Wilder's . Holly I~ one of. the most versa-
en over:all a superIOr perform- genteel Our Town was being ex- tlle and mte:esnng people o~
ance: Yet ~e judges were unable hibited. Though far from the ~ampus. !Ier Int~re~ts mclude .ski-
to ~lsttngUlsh any di~erence of higher realms of achievement, I109, fashion deslgnmg and fiymg.
meTlt between ~he Sem~r, F;esh. this production approached more I ~he spent t_hree sununers work-
men, and JUDlor offenng.s. If nearly to what we have a right to I~g .on IMadison A~e. as a recep-
Humpty 'DUTnpty didn't wnte the expect I tlOTIlst for a chemIcal firm. Last
judges' decision, credit him with . summer she went to Verona,
this review. Discouragfng Lack of Attendance Italy, on the Experiment in In-
Junior Adaptation Fragmentary To parody Dr. Johnson, what is I ternaotional Living, Her picture
. sUJ1)rising about Compet Plays is and a story of her summer ap·
In choosm~ Ali~ in Wonder· not that they. are done so well peared in the November 4th issue
lantt the Jumors mIght have. en- but that they are done at all. Be- O'f Lite International. She is in-
jOyed. the advantage the Semo.rs cause the average excellence of intending to return to Europe
had In the qua~ty of mater181 the plays has not improved, haw- this year to !Work in England.
selected. Unhappily, ~e Juniors ever, as the number af students The young women picked for
present~ an adaptation of an has increased at the College, one '~op Ten" honors will be photo-
adaptation. The result was frag· wonders i!f some changes in the graphed. in the spring for the Au·
mentary. Alter the p!ologue be- terms of the competition might gust College Issue cd GLAMOUR
tween Carroll anq. Allee and ~e bring lbetter results. Might the and will vdsit GLAl\IOUB in New
~a~n~~ t~dRabbit ~s~ money and time allowances be in- York as their guests. In addition,
ce er, we ten e of creased? Might the judges be in- the winners and their colleges
the chess~ard coun ry structed to accord more weight to will receive national recognition
Throo
th
gh xttheLooklng-G~. klJedutthe quality of the material chosen in G~IOUR 'and in newspapers
10 ' e ne scene were WlS th·· I th t ·t· b tt th t willback to Wonderland for the Mad on e JZrlnClpe a 1 15 e er ac:gn;s e coun ry - ~ . a
Hatter's tea party and the trial to he.ar ,good lines '!;angled t~an group of honorable mentIOn w~n-
f th K of H rts Alice's bad lines read at all. Meanwhile, ners. The honorable mention w1o·
a e ~av:u th ~n~ failed the ef'tort of those engaged in the ners will be featured in a fall is-
presenc~ In e f d amatic hard work of the competition re- 'Sue of GLAMOUR.
to .proVlde a sense 0 r ceives little encouragement from Belinda Breese, who graduated.
unSaltylito Rthewhole. e<l u able to the attendance of either students last June, was one of the ten
y J yan seem n t u1t • . . I t r' t tinvest the role of A'li'Cewith any or ac y. wmners 10 as yea s con es .
very distinctive character. Susan
Nishijima's White R a b bit
achieved some distinction, though
I have not before seen the part
played as so fluttery or frivoTous.
Acceptable innovation as that
mi·ght be, it was spoiled by her
delivery of the lines. Except for
Sally .Ryan and Ela.'ine de Santis,
who as the Red Queen acted and
spoke with presence and author-
ity, all the chara'Cters raced
through their lines in 'high·pitch·
ed voices, too often blurring their
words.
T.... Party Scene Wins Laughs
Elisabeth Lamb as the March
Hare, Katherine Colson as the
Dormouse, and Margery Tupling
as the Mad Hatter were, like the
Rabbit and the Red Queen, amus-
ingly made up and prettily cos-
tumed. Sharper contrast 'in the
colors however, would have help.
ed to' compose a more effective
tableau 10r the tea party. That
scene was played off-center and
backstage but it wpn the most
laughs, largely due to the wrig-
glings of the Donnouse. The first
see n e, played appropriately
against a handsome chess-board
set. seemed in retrospect better
than the trial scene, which simply
did not come off. The Red Queen
had no king to pentonn with her,
and the pawns of the first scene
served as jurors without even
slates to scribble on. seeming to
be going nowhere in particular,
the :performance simply stopped.
4Milkwood' Achieves Desired
Effect
From the moment when the cur·
tain opened on the Seniors' selec-
tion from Under MUkwood, one
had a pleasant sense of finn di·
rection moving toward the pro-
,
Holly Jackson
Holly Jackson '65,
Enters Competition,
Of 'Glamour's' Ten
Fridays 1 . 4
Saturdays 9 :30 • 12 :30
Pheasants Interest
'Chatterley' Critic
The following is a section from
a book review printed by Fleld
and Stream in November 1959:
Although written many years
ago, Lady Chatterley's Lover
has just been reissued by Grove
Press, and this fictional account
of the day·by-day life of an
English gamekeeper is still of
considerable· interest to out-
door·minded readers, as it con-
tains many passages on pheas·
ant raising, the apprehending
of poachers, ways to control
vennin, and other chores and
duties of the professional game-
keeper. Unfortunately, one is
obliged to wade through many
pages of extraneous material 1n
order to discover and savor
these sidelights on the manage-
ment..of Midlands shooting es-
tate, and in this review's opin-
ion this book cannot take the
'place of J. R. Miller's Practical
Gamekeeplng.
House of Cards
50 State Street
Card. for E"ery OcclUion
gifts
tokens
troll dolls
fHE ELEANOR SHOP
Y8l"D!l and Rental Library
Tekphone 442~723
9 Union Street
Imported & Dome.tie Yam.
Free KniUing 1",/ructiona
FAR EAST HOUSE
- ORIENTAL GIFI'S-
22 Green Street
New London, Conn,
Puritan Restaurant
235 State Street
Come Enjoy
Delicious Food
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Experimental Theater Attempts
Interpretation of Sartre Play
by B. N. :llurstein ./ ficulties of the dramatic require-
Assistant Protessor of French rnents were impounded 'by the
It is the task of the "Metteur task of mastering a foreign
en scene" to interpret the ideas tongue.
of a dramatist to the audience Apropos at language, s~me of
through the setting, the acting, us who speak French, did not
etc .... In Experimental Theater, know whether we should cry or
in particular, the Directors ~ave laugh. Except for Estelle, who
tried to offer new interpretatIons had a good command of French
of plays. Pat Glixon, "expert- and -of her lines, the perfor11?-ance
menting with Huts Clos," present- of the others was often pam-!ul.
ed gar-tre's play from a very per- Mistakes ~n genre, sentences with-
sonal point of view. out meaning as a few wo:rds were
According to the text of the left out her~ and there, I.nnumer-
play, the action takes place in. a a?le errors m pronunciation, long
rather ugly "second empire" liv- SIlences due to lapses of memory
log room. In the current version, created tension at times, bor~-
the conventional heavy furniture dom at others. However, comic
is replaced. by an inviting eon- relief was brought by added llai-
temporary setting. This change sons ''vous .etes ~es zeros" (you
results in a less stuffy, less mum- are zeros) 'for vous etes d~s
mified atmosphere which is per- l\eros" (y 0 u are her 0 s); "je
haps less representative of the vous ai" (I got you) for "[e
petrified state of the characters. VOllS hais" (I hate you), etc ....
Further some O'f the dramatic Again, signals were missed as
tension' of the play stems !from one of the women shouted "Let"
the fact that the spectators do me go" to Garcin, who was not
not at first suspect that the ac· even touching her. Last, it was a
tion 1s taking place in other than tribute to the acting ability of
an ordinary drawing room. Only Marilanna Kaufman that, in ad-
gradually do they discover at the dition to the aforementioned dif-
same time as the characters real- ficulties, she gave a strong char-
ize it 'that our "heroes" (one man acterization of Ines as she car-
and two women) are caught in a ried a copy of the play in tape
smothering moral hell, with no from which she read her lines
possibility of escape. In the ~- during much of the performance.
cent production, three black and Jot is too bad that a strong re-
red panels, two abstract, one rep- action to bad language prevented
resenting a stylized devil, imme· some of us from a better appre-
diately focused one's awareness dation of this interpretation of
on the locale of the drama, hell. Huis Clos. When one considers
The panels suggested a material- an the difficulties of such an en-
is tic hell of Hpals" and "girls," of terprise, one cannot 'help saying
torture and devils. This concep· "Bravo" to the director, Pat Glix-
tion is quite different from Sar- on, for her work and effort. The
tre's conclusion that hell is "the audience seemed· sensitive to the
others." The 'Setting designed by Herculean task involved in the
Robin Fromme, was aesthetically presentation and appreciative of
very pleasing. However, in ex- some of the pernomance as they
perimenting how far can one go warmly applauded the cast at the
beyond the specific text of a p1ay conclusion of the drama.
without falsifying the ideas of the
author?
The actors, IMarianne David
<Mademoiselle), Wayne Rogers
(a bitter and vulgar Garcin),
Marianna Kautfman (an almost
diabolical !nes) and Marilyn Cor-
bett (a very glamorous Estelle)
cannot be praised too highly for
undertaking roles where the dif·
Conn Quest Weekend
Note: All events scheduled
for Palmer Auditorium
are to be held in the
main lounge of Crozier-
Williams.
Tickets will be available at
,the door ..
House of Imports
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•
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Delivery 10 lhe Dorrna
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Add solid sacretarfal Ikllls and exact business knowledge to your
eeademic learning, Berkeley &chool graduates win responsible, well-payIng
positions In exciting fleJds-advertl.lng, rltalllng, publishing, bankina,
aovlmments In mUHums and schools, with aIrlines and architects.
Special Ixecutfve SecretarIal Course for College Women. Distln-
IUlshld flCu~ty. Career guidance and ff" lifetime placement service.
Belin at Berkeleyl Com. In, calf, or write for catalog W.
BERKELEY
SCHOOL
421 Lulllltn AmI.e, New T'11I17, Re. ToI1l MU1-141'
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Authoress Green Summarizes
Sex Attitudes of CoUege Girls
The wary group of reporters I To read the book is to get the
that gathered at the Hotel Algon- impression that. today's college
quin in New' York City last Thurs- girl 15 a modernized, American-
Remember way back, when you day was composed mostly of ized Fanny Hill. Episodes in the
were a child of seven or eight, girls. Why were they there? To arboretum and professors omce
rolling in the sand, playing base- be told what their sex lives were. abound.. Each reader is sure to
ball, and reading those "See Puff At least what Gael Green had experience feelings of Incredulity,
run, run, run, run" books? Look- found and reported them to be in amusement and disapproval. if
tng back at them now, ~ey prob- Sex and the College GIrL MLss not guilt.
ably seem overly simplified and Green, wearing a brown silk dress Since every college girl can
completely inane. Not so, says with a low cut v-neck and orange Judge the book's truth only from
Leonard Weisgard, the Child De- glass beads, glA>ly read a pre- her experience as one, and since
velopment Club's guest speaker pared summary of her book's every college girl has heard at
who lectured at Bill Hall on Wed- findings. The reporters (who rep- least some of these statements
nesday, March 4. Mr. Welsgard, resented magazines, a radio sta- before, the interest and success 01
author and illustrator (jf chil- tlon, and college newspapers) Miss Green's book must rest on
dre~'s books, belleyes that well- nervously sipped coffee, took the detail and fact offered. The
devised books can Introduce chil- notes, and tittered in amazement method of gathering information
dren to lands never before ex- and disgust at the frank subject must be reHable. 'Miss Green,
'Plored. The real world-and not Imatter. who interviewed 612 students
Just a rose-colored realm of dogs What are the findings of sex from 102 colleges (Connecticut
and brightly colored flowers - and t:lteCollege Girls! "The most College Included), herself de-
can be brought to a child If <;,nlypowerful influence on the cam- scribes the book as: u••• not set-
an autho~ ha,s enough foresight pus today is the cool COoed, ·calm., ence.... not sociology ... it is a
~nd c~eat:li.velffiagmatLo~ to real- Iy, casually, matter-of-factly erot- journalistic report on love and
ize t~s and do. something can- tc'." Miss Green spoke of college sex as the college girl sees it. and
structtve about It. As one of the as the challenge to chastity and as she revealed )t ..• "
cre~tors of the Noisy Books, Mr. reported dhat the sexual agnostic' Surely, the book is at most a
Welsgard trIed to break away is found everyrwhere. subjective report of a journalist.
from the stere<rtyped sweet a~d Todays sex is joyless, and 1s Aside from the witty style in
s~gary pattern that had been ~n often rationalized or used to which the book is written, its
fhcted uPO!lmost Ibooks for ChIl- prove woman's equality to man. cleverest feature seems to be its
dren. Stones can and ~ould be She found that today's cooed"con- paper jacket, a red and white
pUIlpOseful a!1d educa.tIng: En· veys a blase, almost jaded accept· Harvard-like-book cover. An invi-
dorsed heartoily .by hIm l~ the ance of sexual freedom." tation to smuggle the book to
use of books which try to mtro- Traditional moml codes are class Miss Green?
duce ~ foreign language to boys meaningless to both the Hcool" ' _
and glrls at a very young age. co.ed and the more conservative
Dulling part of the lecture, college girl of the sixties. Most
Leonard Weisgard discussed the girls practice a serial monogamy.
faults of many so-called "ab- The neYI ethic is sex with af-
stract" books which are without fection. Furthennore, the woman
form and any r~al pattern. Words is more and more the aggressor.
cannot stand alone. They need, ' _
and must have. a beginning, a
middle, and an end. The length of
a book, says Mr. Weisgard, is not
important. What matters, is the
form and structure.
Mr. Weisgard took his audience
on a tour through many of the
books he has illustrated, Descrip.
tions of the successor failure of a
books along with its original con-
ception in the mind of the auth·
or, were among the things dis-
cussed. Part of a book's success
depends on Whether the child
reader can ddentify himself with
the hero-whether the latter be a
cochroach, a steam roUer, or a
University Reflects Break With Society Leonard Weisgard
Recently Conn Census began then academic ones must help to W °t DO es
an exchange with Oxford Unl- prepare students for their future n er, lSCllSS
versity in England. \Ve have re- responsibilities-not just as teach- Child 'B ks
ceived copies of t:lteweekly mage- er or doctors, say, but as think- ren S 00
sine Isis published by students at . d -
oxt~:rd.The following article, en- mg an COnsClOUScitizens. But
titled "ONLY OOrfflECT bellef they do not. When the Cuba crisis
laction . . . theory jreaJity • . . came only five lonely girls fromde" Reading managed to travel the
university ;World outs~ was 30 miles to London to J' oin the
written by Leni O'Connell and ap-
peared in the January 25 issue of crowds protesting outside the
Isis. Excerpts are reprinted here. American Embassy.
I was looking forward to going BesponsIbillty of Academic Stall
to university, although I imagined AU this saki, it is a surprising
I had no illusions about what it fact that many of my contempor-
would be like. Some of my friends aries wish to enter education, or
who had gone up the previous to do welfare work after gradua-
year had told me not to expect too tion. They appear to appreciate
much of university life. I went that work needs doing in these
straight 'from school where I had spheres. Yet the reasons why
spent the last two years fighting there Is a gross shortage of teach-
the authority of the staff and get- ers and welfare workers; why so
ling into rows because I argued many ipeople require National As-
about religion and politics. I sistance; and why there are emp-
thought that at least the stu- ty hospital wards yet thousands
dents at university would show a of patients waiting treatment-
lively interest in these subjects, these questions have not been
and perhaps would be more rna- asked by many many students. A
ture in their thought than my vague Impulse to do good is de-
contem,poraries at sChool. This I sirable, but students shOUld be
nOW'realize was a mlstake. Itwas 8Jtne to see the connections be-
shortsighted to expect peop1ewho tween the work which obviously
had just left schad! to change needs doing in society, and the
quickly into mature and critical reasons why it has 50 far not
students. been done. The values of our cuI·
I gave UJP trying to start discus- ture lare seldom explained any·
sions among those who were not way, hut the one place where we
my closest friends about current shouId expect them to be dis-
political events, or controversial cussed is at a university, and not
issues. I 'had thought th'at my own only by the students but also by
subject, 'Psychology, would pro- the staff. The academic' staff do
voke discussion on class-struc- have a responsibility to stir stu-
ture, opinions and attitudes, eco- dents from their apathy by pre-
nomics and social theory. But -stu- senting them witlT important and
dents passed ovec these themes as critical ideas. These should relate
of academic interest only. In both to the theory and to the
classes no one has yet asked a practice of the subjects taught,
question relating our social sys- but not their relevance to society.
tern to Slums 'and the delinquency M their relevance was demon-
rate. If people stUdying psycholo- strated, this would be a step to·
gy of all subjects fail to make wards the removal 00 apathy.
connections Ibetrween the reality Another important factor in
outside university and the facts this discussion is the way stu-
and theory taught to them in- dent~ are made to feel dependent
side, then just where do the bene- on the institution of the univers-
fits of a university education lie? ity. Most students have had little
Detachment Remains e~erience of fending for them-
selves when they arrive at the
These impressions have not university, Ibut nothing is done to
changed rfrommy first to my final foster any sense of self.sufficien.
year, My contemporaries appear cy, independence or identity. Usu-
to have simply IgrOW'nphysical- ally it is quite the contrary. Hall
ly older. Of course I have noth- life-which many enjoy and a fe'W
ing ag1ainst gossip as such h d
but is it too unreasonable to don't-imposes on t e stu entmany trivial rules and regu~a-
expect my fellow students to dis· tions. The authorities place lim-
cuss serious subjects occasional· its on the freedom of choice and
ly? They stHI show the same de- independence of mind O'f students
tachment fnom important issues which would be intolerable under
that they showed 2:lh years ago. any other circumstances. Where
Friends at mine in other univer· else but at college or a university
sities tell me things are the same would our elders attempt to regu-
where they are. Ther~ is a wide- late the times of day open to us
spread and deeply·rooted apathy to entertain members of the opo
among students and IHtle politi- posite sex in our rooms? These
cal activity beyond th"eStudents' regu}ations automatically presup-
Union ever interests them. Uni- pose and impose a morality
versity magazines and newspap- which many are questioning or
ers reflect this apathy by their have rejected. Authority-OY its
parochialism. very nature----cannot allow free-
We sit in our academic ivory dam of choice in such a personal
towers and glance occasionally at matter as one's relationships
the ,world through the newspap- with members of the opposite
erSt and then 'forget H, because sex. The student is denied all
it doesn't really affect us. As far rrght to make his own choices in
as 'possible, university life sho.uld the most private manner of per-
refleet the normal ,world outSIde. sonal relationships. Authority's
The seli~protective, inward-look- intrusion is camplete.
ing saciety of university is at
odds with the later demands The real cronch comes when
Which will be made on students: one finds the majority of students
it is a.rtiiflcial,and .u is the cause accepting this authority, because
of many undesirable aspec·ts of they 'feel it is somehow acting in
university ~ife. 'Wb~re else does their 'best interests,' hut neither
one find the segregation on the the authoritarian mind nor that
basis of sex which constitutes of the submitting majority will
han Ufe? Where else the failure tolerate any deviates from the
to see relationships between di1'- rule imposed on the rest. Those
ferent subjects, and the divfsion who do deviate usually find a
between subject theory and sub- loophole--an open ground-floor
ject reality? Since all the social window-or else get out of hall
pre s sur e s at university are altogether; but often these solu-
against contact with society, See llOxford ISIS"-Page 6
Connecticut Yankee Motor Inn & Restaurant
50 Rooms
Restaurant and J,otmge
Danetng Nightly except Sundays
Meeting and Banqnet Booms
(Special Winter Studenl Guest Rates)
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, Niantic, Conn.
Telephone: 739·5483
pine tree. The reader must be
brought into the story; he cannot
be le'ft outside lookring in.
Though Mr. Welsgard did not
give the audience any specific rec·
ipe for writing sure-hIt children's
books, his lectJure-----<>rhis ad-Ilb
discuS'sion---'Wasdelightfully wit-
ty. honest, and interesting .. His
wonderful and electric enthUSiasm
could not help being conveyed to
his l!isteners. After the talk, one
could see many of the girls run-
ning back to their donns eager to
reread their bedraggled copies of
Wtnnle t:ltePootl.
Want to save plenty
on your Easter trip?
Write to this man.
Right now.
Who is this man? Sheraton's College Relations Director. Good man to
know if you're laking a trip this Easter or any other time. 'He can give
you a free Sheraton Student 10 or Faculty Guest Card_ With your Card,
you can luxuriate at any of the 90 Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns
around the world at speciallow discount rates .. ,even in single rooms.
Save even more with 2 or 3 in a room_ Group rates for clubs and teams.
For more information and your10 card,write to:
College Relations Director
College Relations Dept.. Sheraton· Park Hotel, Washington 8, D.C.
Sheraton Hotels ~ Motor Inns
Coast to coast in U.S.A.; in Hawaii; Canada; Nassau: Jamaica;
Meltico; Puerto Rico; Venezuela; Tel Aviv. Israel.
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moistened with a mildly medicated lotion
that quickly cleanses snd help. remove
the common causes of odor, Itching and
discomfort from the most sensitive fem-
inine areas ... safely. soothingly and oh.
so refreshingly I
Much more convenient than soap and
water, and disposable a8 8 tissue. Bldette
is the ultimate In intimate care .•. Ideal at
bedtime, indispensable when travelling.
so handy to have at work. really welcome
whenever weather. activity or stress sug-
gest a need for extra ca....Uon. helpful
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discover for yourself lOne dozen ~.
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Letters to Editor
,
Dr. Read, N. Y. City Pastor,
To Speak ~undayat Vespers
Dr. David H. C. Read, pastor of
the Madison Avenue Presbyterian
Church in New York City, will be
the Vespers speaker this Sunday,
March 8, at 7 p.m. in Harkness
Chapel.
~ Born in SCotland, Dr. Read was
educated at Daniel Stewart's Col-
lege, Edinburgh. From 1928-1932
he studied at the University of
l Edinburgh and graduated M.A.
with Firat-Class Honours in Eng-
lish literature with Language.
Ordained in 1936, Dr. Read served
as Chaplain of the Forces of the
British Army, during which time
he was held Prisoner-of-war from
June 1940 to April 1945.
In 1952 Dr. Read was appointed
ArnaIgo Insufficient Chaplain to Her Majesty the
To the Editor: Queen in SCotland. After coming
It has been demonstrated once to the United States, he became
again, at the recent unsatisfac- Paster of the Madison Avenue
tory Speech Amalgo, that two- Presbyterian Church in 1956. Dr.
minute speeches lauding the vir. Dr. David Read Read received Doctor of Divinity
tues of the Connecticut College -------.,,.--------1 degrees from the University of
"community" prove only to be Oxford ISIS Ediriburgh (1956) and Yare Uni-
rep e tit i 0 U s and inconclusive. versity (1959),
Those of us who have had little (Continued from Peee Five) A frequent guest on television
or no previous acquaintance with and radio programs-for exam-
the candidates find that after the tions are heavily contested by ple, broadcasts of religious serv-
speeches we have no concrete evi- authority. ices-and lecturer at many col- ~.r:::========================:::;
dences of their capabilities. Educational Theory Problem leges, universities and seminar- 1
Therefore, we propose to make The problem really concerns lies, Dr. Read ·is the author of
Speech Amalgo and the dinners the theory of education as much numerous books and articles, the
effective by means of a rea! sys- as its practical application. We most recent .being a collection of
tern of campaigning. This cam- must decide what sort of person National Radio Pujplt sermons,
paigning would consist of the fol- we intend to turn out after grad- to be published in April of this
lowing innovations: uation. If we simply want a rea- year. Of special current interest
1) Posters and mailbox circulars sonable honours degree, regard- is the fact that as a friend of the
consisting of pictures of the less CYf. the personality and mind family, Dr. Read will officiate at
candidates, their qualifications, which has achieved it, then we funeral services for Mrs. Robert
their concrete proposals with are doing alright at the m"Oment. F. Wagner, wife of the Mayor of
regard to the office sought, Robbins will simply produce a New York, which are to be can-
and their opinions on various proportionately greater number ducted ~nhis church.
campus issues. of such people. But if we see
2) Articles in Conn Census in these academic successes as fail- Freedom Fast-Wednesday
Which the candidates are able ures in education in the fullest March 11th 'dinner
to elaborate their views. sense of the word, then indeed 566 girls are participating
3) The use of campaign man- we have a problem to tace. The Proceeds to go to runemployed
agers or sponsors to plan and ultimate responsibility lies with !Negroes in lUississippi
carry out lively and imagina- us, the present day students. We -;:;;-::;--;;-=-=---,------:::-:..:.---:--
live campaign procedures. are really powerful ones; we have 200/0 Off Regular Rates for
If students were made aware minds and ideas and we will be CoUege Girls
before the dinners of the qualifi- in positions in the coming years ROCCO'S
cations and platfonns orthe can- where we can challenge the apa-
dtdates, the dinner discussions thy not only of the stqdents but BEAUTY SALON
would be more meaningful. Al- those who control the education 443-2138 85 State
though only half of the candi- of the nation. There are people
dates appear at anyone donn, by whose vested interests lie in main-
means of the campaigns, students taining and spreading the values
would be able to make thoughtful accepted 'by the unthinking and
and informed selections for all of apathetic. Although the system
the offices. With platfonns clear- has not come into being by acci-
Iy stated before Speech Amalgo, dent, Us creation was not entire. Extreme Discount
speeches could be devoted to fur- ly conscious, and 'it is therefore 158 State Street
ther explanation and clarification vulnerable to ehange. As future
of specific proposals and issues. t~a:~hers, lawyers, doctors and ~====N=e=w==Lo==n=d=o=n=,==C=on==n=.==~
Furthermore, we question the CIVIls~rvants, as well as parents -
validity of the presence on Stu- there IS much we can do to un-
dent Government Cabinet of the derrnine the selfishness engender-
presidents of the Athletic Associ- ed by the values of the older pre-
ation and Religious Fellowship. nuclear generation. And we have •
We doubt whether the specialized so much to gain by exerting pres- Ladies' and Gendemen'.
interests of these organizations sure, -whatever our sphere of in- Custom. Tailoring
succeed in making Student Oov- fluence. 86 State St.
emment any more representative ~:::::;;:::::;;:::::;;;:;;:;:;;:;:::::;:::::;;.::;;.::;:::;::::;:;::::::;;:::::;;:::::;;;:;;:;:;;:;:;:::::~~~;::::;:;::::::;;:;;
and effective. U organizations of
this sort are to be represented,
why not represent all, organize-
tion in the person of the president
of the Inter-Club Council?
We believe that such proposals
will pr-ovide a more effective Stu-
dent Government, a more intelli-
gently elected Cabinet, and a bet-
ter informed electorate.
sandy Carver '64
Nancy Sinkin '64
Marjorie Tobin '64
Alice Cotsworth '65
(Continued from Page Three)
events, it becomes necessary ... "
Even besides the Declara tion of
Independence, it should become
clear tha t unj ust laws challenge
man's sense of Justice. Laws
made with the purpose of depriv-
ing a sizeable segment of a nation
of its rights invite disobedience.
"Intelligent exercise of citizen-
ship" today certainly warrants
any means apt to demonstrate
the absurdity of racial discrimina-
tion.
Miss Miller may find these lines
wanting in rationality. That does
not disturb one who owes his
very life to the fact that he had
to disregard a "law" that made
it a crime for Jews in Europe, in
the 1940's, not to surrender.
K. Bieber
COURTESY
DRUG STORE
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Che<;k. Ctuhed
"- Free Deli.,.,.,.
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Photo DetJeloping
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/
delivery service in town
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• Meiers Sparkling (non-alcoholic) Wines
• Russell Stover Chocolates
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and Jellies
• SPECIAL GIFT DEPARTMENT
COSMETICS - TOILE.TRIES
Our Cosmetic Department is the Finest,
Most Complete, Most Luxurious in East-
ern Conn. Names such as Germaine Mon-
tiel, John Robert Powers, Mary Chess,
Elizabeth Arden and a host of others are
always in stock.
36 Complete Line. - O"er 150 Fragrance.
24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE
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events, it becomes necessary. , ."
Even besides the Declara tion of
Independence. it should become
clear that unjust laws challenge
man's sense of Justice. Laws
made with the purpose of depriv-
ing a sizeable segment of a nation
of its rights invite disobedience.
"Intelligent exercise of citizen-
ship" today certainly warrants
any means apt to demonstrate
the absurdity of racial discrirnina-
tion.
Miss Miller may find these lines
wanting in rationality. That does
not disturb one who owes his
very life to the fact that he had
to disregard a "law" that made
it a crime for Jews in Europe, in
the 1940's, not to surrender.
K. Bieber
Thursday, March 5, 1964
first stop
of the carriage trade since 1844
-e-,
for Britain's best sportswear
and fine Frenc:h perfumes
""eet your friends 01 the corriog. ill 0I.lI' HOlbl1Joll tJora... sur. 10ligll Jh. CoIleg. Reg;"".
Dr. Read, N. Y. City Pastor,
To Speak ~unday at Vespers
Dr. David H. C. Read, pastor of
the Madison Avenue Presbyterian
Church in New York City, will be
the Vespers speaker this Sunday,
March 8, at 7 p.m. in Harkness
Chapel.
Born in Scotland, Dr. Read was
educated at Daniel Stewart's Col-
lege, Edinburgh. From 1928-1932
he studied at the University of
iEdinburgh and graduated M.A:.
with First-Class Honours in Eng-
lish literature with Language.
Ordained in 1936, Dr. Read served
as Chaplain of the Forces of the
British Army, during which time
he was held Prisoner-of-war from
June 1940 to April 1945.
In 1952 Dr. Read was appointed
Anlalgo Insufficient Chaplain to Her Majesty the
To the Editor: Queen in Scotland. After coming
It has been demonstrated once to the United States, he became
again, at the recent unsatisfac- Paster of the Madison Avenue
tory Speech Amalgo, that two- Presbyterian Church in 1956. Dr.
minute speeches lauding the vir- Dr. David Read Read received Doctor of Divinity
tues of the Connecticut College 1------,---------1 degrees from the University of
"community" prove only to be Oxford ISIS Edirlburgh (1956) and Yare Unl·
rep e tit i 0 u s and inconclusive. versity (1959L
Those of us who have had little (Continued trom Page Five) A frequent guest on television
or no previous acquaintance with and radio programs-for exam-
the candidates find that after the tions are heavily contested by ple, broadcasts of religious servo
speeches we have no concrete evi- authority. ices-and lecturer at many col- -.=========================::::
dences of their capabilities. Edueational Theory Problem leges, universjtles and seminar- :
Therefore, we propose to make The problem really concerns lies, Dr. Read -is the author of
Speech Amalgo and the dinners the .theory of education as much numerous books and articles, the
effective by means of a real sys- as its practical application. We most recent .being a collection of
tern of campaigning. This cam- must decide what sort of person National Radio Pulpit sermons,
paigning would consist of the fol- we intend to turn out after grad- to be published in AJpril of this
lowing innovations: uation. If we simply want a rea- year. Of special current interest
1) Posters and mailbox circulars scnable honours degree, regard- is the fact that as a friend of the
consisting of pictures of the less of the personality and mind family, Dr. Read will officiate at
candidates, their qualifications, which has achieved it, then we funeral services for Mrs. Robert
their concrete proposals with are doing alright at the moment. F. Wagner, wife of the Mayor of
regard to the office sought, Robbins will simply produce a New York, which are to be con-
and their opinions on various proportionately greater number ducted !n his church.
campus issues. CYf such people. But if we see
2) Articles in Conn Census in these academic successes as fail-
Which the candidates are able ures in education in the fullest
to elaborate their views. sense of the word, then indeed
3) The use of campaign man- we have a problem to face. The
agers or sponsors to plan and ultimate responsibility lies with
carry out lively and imagina- us, the present day students. We
tive campaign procedures. are really powerful ones; we have
If students were made aware minds and ideas and we will be
before the dinners of the qualifi- in positions in the coming years
cations and platforms of 'the can- where we can challenge the apa-
didates, the dinner discussions thy not only of the students but
would be more meaningful. AI- those who control the- education
though only half of the candi- of the nation. There are people
dates appear at anyone donn, by whose vested interests 'lie in main-
means of the campaigns, students taining and spreading the values
would be able to make thoughtful accepted by the unthinking and
and informed selections for all of apathetic. Although the system
the offices. With platforms clear- has not come into being by acci-
Iy stated before Speech Amalgo, dent, Us creation was not entire-
speeches could be devoted to fur- ly conscious, and 'it is therefore
ther explanation and clarification vulnerable to change. As future
of specific proposals and issues. teachers, lawyers, doctors and
F'urthermore, we question the civil servants, as well as parents
validity of the presence on Stu- there is much we can do to un-
dent Government Cabinet of the dermine the selfishness engender-
presidents of the Athletic Associ- ed by the values of the older pre-
ation and Religious Fellowship. nuclear generation. And we have ..
We doubt whether the specialized so much to gain by exerting pres- Ladies' and Gentlemen'.
interests of these organizations sure. 'whatever our sphere of in- Custom. Tailoring
succeed in making Student Oov- fluence. 86 Slate St.
ernment any more representative ~:::::;;:::::;;;::;:;::;:;:::::;:::::;:;;:;::;:::::;:::::;:::;:;;:::::;;:::::;;;::;:;::;:;:::::;:::::;:;;:;~:::::::;:::;:;;:::::;;:;:;
and effective. If organizations of
this sort are to be represented,
why not represent all, organiza-
tion in the person of the president
of the Inter-Club Council?
We believe that such proposals
will provide a more effective Stu-
dent Government, a more intelli-
gently elected Cabinet. and a bet-
ter informed electorate.
Sandy Carver '64
Nancy Sinkin '64
Marjorie Tobin '64-
Alice Cotsworth '65
Freedom Fast-Wednesday
March 11th "dinner-
566 girls are participating
Proceeds to go to unemployed
iNegroe6 In MIssissippi
Extreme Discounts
158 State Street
NewLondon, Conn.
20% OfFRegular Rates for
College Girl.
ROCCO'S
BEAUTY SALON
443-2138 85 State
New London Camera
Co.
443.7395
OTTO AIMETTI
I
GROUP FARE TO ·EUROPE THIS SUMMER
Available to Connecticut College Student. and Faculty
and/or Members of Their Immediate Families
DEPARTURES: JUNE 9tb BOAC JET
TO WNDON: $325 RETURN SEPTEMBER 9th
TO PARIS: $356 RETURN AUGUST 11th
See Linda Dexter, Organizer Box 1305
Arrangements Made Through
KLINGERMANTRAVEL, INC.
The University of the South
Sewanee, Tennessee
A 1964 Summer Session for Men and Women
- 8 Weeks: June 22 - ARgWlt15
- Liberal Arts Curriculum
- Forest Environment
- Sewan"'l Summer Music Center
For the Summer Sclwol Bulletin
Addre .. the Director 0/ tlae Summer Sclwol
COURTESY
DRUG STORE
119 State St. 442-5857
Check. Ctuhed-,
Free DelifJCry
Charge Aceounll
Photo Developing
/
CALL···
JAMES DRUG
for the fastest. most frequent • ••
/
••
delivery service in town
HEADQUARTERS FOR:
• s. S. Pierce Products
• Meiers Sparkling (non-alcoholic) Wines
• Russell Stover Chocolates
• Trappist and Trappistine Candies
and Jellies
• SPECIAL GIFr DEPARTMENT
COSMETICS- TOILE.TRIES
Our Cosmetic Department is the Finest,
Most Complete, Most Luxurious in East-
ern Conn. Names such as Germaine Mon-
tiel, John Rohert Powers, Mary Chess,
Elizabeth Arden and a host of others are
always in stock.
36 Complele Line. - O"er 150 Fragrance.
24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE
Why Not Open a Charge Account?
Charge and Send - The Easy Way
JAMES DRUG.CO.
INCORPORATED
Bank Street at Pearl 442-8575
Apotlu!cariu to th« MedU;al Prof« .. ion and
to ,he Home Swe 1914
